The First Report of Epidemic Pertussis by Bahaodowle Razi From the 15th Century Anno Domini
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Background: Pertussis or “whooping cough” is an acute, communicable infection of the respiratory tract caused by the Gram-negative bacterium *Bordetella pertussis*. It has been recorded in history of medicine that the first pertussis epidemic was reported in 1578 by a French scientist, Guillaume de Baillou, in Paris. Furthermore, the causative agent was first isolated in 1906 by Jules Jean Baptiste Vincent Bordet and his brother-in-law Octave Gengou. However, it seems that earlier reports can be found in history of medicine.

Objectives: The aim of this study as to analyze the first Report of Epidemic Pertussis by Bahaodowle Razi From the 15th Century Anno Domini

Materials and Methods: We investigated a copy (Persian lithograph) of the book named “a summary of experiences in medicine”, written by Bahaoddin-bin-Ghasem-Bahaoddin Razi (well known as Bahaodowle Razi) in 1502 to find the earliest existing report of epidemic pertussis in the history.

Results: Bahaodowle Razi, a Persian physician from the 15th century Anno Domini (AD), reported two epidemics in Harat and one in Rey (in old Persia) for the first time, one century before Baillou. He named it as Sorfe-ie-Am (meaning public cough). Those occurred during his lifetime. Explaining about his observations and experiences about this epidemic, Bahaodowle Razi elaborated on prognosis, symptoms, etiology and predisposing factors of pertussis.

Conclusions: This document shows that Bahaodowle Razi’s report was the first report of epidemic pertussis in the medical history.
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1. Background

Pertussis or "whooping cough" is an acute, communicable infection of the respiratory tract, caused by the Gram-negative bacterium *Bordetella pertussis* (1). This organism can make an epidemic disease in all races and in various climates (2, 3). Pertussis and its complications can sometimes lead to death, particularly in infants less than six months old (4). It is a fatal infection rooted in the history and its prevalence is about 20 - 40 million and leads to 200,000 - 400,000 deaths annually worldwide in the current era (5).

2. Objectives

The aim of this study as to analyze the first report of epidemic Pertussis by Bahaodowle Razi from the 15th century Anno Domini.

3. Materials and Methods

It has been recorded in the history of medicine that the first pertussis epidemic was reported by a French scientist, Guillaume De Baillou, in Paris in 1578. He reported that pertussis occurred mostly in 4 - 10-month-old infants. However, Baillou did not explain the etiology, prognosis and management of this disease (6). The causative agent was first isolated by Jules Jean Baptiste Vincent Bordet and his brother-in-law Octave Gengou in 1906 (2).

3.1. Bahaodowle Razi and his First Report of Pertussis Epidemic in the History

Bahaoddin-bin-Ghasem-Bahaoddin Razi (well known as Bahaodowle Razi) has been considered as one of the most well-known Iranian physicians in the Islamic world since the 13th century (after Rhazes, Avicenna) (7, 8). He was born in Tarasht, Rey, in the late 15th century and passed away in 1509. The only book remained from Bahaodowle Razi is A summary of experiences in medicine, written in 1502 (9). This manuscript is compiled in 28 chapters (10). In the 13th
chapter of this book, Bahaodowle Razi has reported two epidemics in Harat and one in Rey (old Persia) for the first time (Figure 1). This occurred during his lifetime. Explaining about his observations and experiences about this epidemic, Bahaodowle Razi has elaborated on prognosis, symptoms, etiology and predisposing factors of pertussis.

Figure 1. The Page of the Book “A Summary of Experiences in Medicine”

The photograph was provided by Dr. Zargaran.
4. Results

In this part of his book, Bahaodowle Razi for the first time announced that an infective agent that enters the lungs via airborne pollution causes the disease. According to him, the moisture in the air is the precipitating factor for its transfer and the disease will not be controlled as long as the air is polluted. As its symptoms, he has mentioned that in this disease the patient is afflicted with dry cough without sputum; the coughs are consecutive and continual and sometimes are so severe that cause vomiting. These severe coughs usually lead to cyanosis. Moreover, the patient is wasted and listless, leading to anesthesia and death. He has also mentioned that children get involved by this illness more than adults. He called this epidemic disease Sorfe-ie-Am (meaning public cough) (11).

Bahaodowle Razi considered dissolved ginger (Zingiber officinale Roscoe) in water as an effective medication, clearly mentioning that by administration of this drug the mortality rate reduced, using the experience gained in the first epidemics (11). It is proven that ginger has antibacterial activity on Gram-negative bacteria (12). He explains that as long as the air is polluted, the epidemic is difficult to control, but the resultant mortality can be diminished (11).

5. Discussion

The review of the report in this book revealed that Bahaodowle Razi reported pertussis epidemic 100 years before the Baillou’s report in Paris and indicated the role of airborne infective agent in transferring the disease. Therefore, he can be considered as the discoverer of pertussis throughout the history. It is based on current documents and can be valid until earlier document would be found. After more than 500 years since the first pertussis epidemic report by Bahaodowle Razi, pertussis is still one of the childhood causes of death in Iran and its incidence is increasing in the community (13). This research was established in the national pertussis laboratory, Pasteur Institute of Iran, Tehran, in 2006 (5).
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